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OPEN DAY,
OCTOBER 4th
On October 4th, 2014, ITER opens its doors for the general public for the second time this year. Whether alone, with family
or with friends, locals and visitors, come and discover the enormous work involved in the creation of the largest fusion
energy research center in the world. Take this opportunity to interact with internationally renowned scientists and technical
specialists. Register online: www.iter.org/fr/jpo.
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AMEC
IN PROVENCE

Bertrand Morel, Dr Andrei Tchistiakov and Kris MacCrory

The English international engineering company Amec
(27 000 employees in total) has just opened a branch in the
Arbois technology park in Aix-en-Provence.
This move reflects the group's wish to be a long term
part of the regional economic landscape and to develop
partnerships, especially in the field of energy. In total,
fifteen French and international engineers are based at the
company in Aix, as well as the French team based in Paris
(50 engineers). The local team's expertise is being used for
the ITER project, as they are working on the neutron studies
and remote handling systems necessary for handling the
machine's components.

NEW CONTRACT
FOR AREVA
Areva has just signed a new contract with Fusion for Energy (F4E) for the manufacture of a prototype panel called
the « first wall ». This contract includes the development of manufacturing processes. The first wall panels will line
the internal surface of the toroidal chamber (ring-shaped) in which the fusion reactions will take place. Along with a
water-cooled heat shield, they will evacuate the heat produced during the experiments.
This prototype panel will be produced at the technical center in Le Creusot in view of a new tender to be launched
by 2017 for the manufacture of series of panels. In April 2011, Areva won a contract with Fusion for Energy for the
manufacture of semi-prototype panels at a scale of 1/8.
The first semi-prototype was delivered in 2013.

LOCAL NEWS
LUMINY HOSTING
MATHEMATICIANS
From 21st July to 29th August 2014, the International Center for Mathematical Meetings (CIRM) at Luminy, Marseille hosted
more than a hundred mathematicians (teachers, students, industrialists, researchers...) from around the world.
For six weeks, American, European, African, and Asian scientists equated nuclear fusion via algebraic formulas at the
mathematical summer center for advanced research in scientific calculation (CEMRACS). This year, nuclear fusion was
the subject of the 19th edition. After a week of conferences given by elite mathematicians, the young PhD students created
workshops in groups of three to seven people to share their knowledge and develop new tools with two objectives:
to guarantee the performance of mathematical systems at the core of tokamaks and control plasma instabilities via
numerical simulations.
The projects implemented are carried out in interaction with other sciences related to applied mathematics.
« These meetings bring together various profiles such as computer scientists, physicists and mathematicians around the
subject of fusion. This allows us to confront crossed and complementary visions », says Boniface Nkonga, professor of
applied mathematics at the University of Nice Sophia-Antipolis. Each year, the CIRM summer school is organized under
the auspices of the Society of Industrial and Applied Mathematics (SMAI), in partnership with research institutions (CNRS,
INRIA...), University of Aix-Marseille and the Ministry of Higher Education and Research.

The foundation of the tokamak complex is finished

It's the number of newcomers on the sites under the direction
of Fusion for Energy since January 1st, 2014.
Almost 95 % of them are from Europe (70 % are French). Upon
arrival, they receive mandatory safety training provided by
the APAVE unit for safety and health protection coordination.
Ranging from traffic rules to what to do in case of an alert, and
including the presentation of the general coordination plan,
it also provides an opportunity for all employees working on the
site to discover the project, its challenges and its organization.
Since the start of construction of the technical buildings in
2010, one hundred companies have worked on site, 80 % of
them French (52 % located in the Bouches-du-Rhône).

SCHOOL VISITS

8 069: the number of students who were welcomed to the
site from September 2013 to August 2014 by the scientific
school program which has two parts: « Energies and ITER »
and « biodiversity ». This program implemented through a
partnership between the Agence ITER France and the ITER
Organization is part of the biodiversity issues public awareness
program (compensatory measures). It includes a wide range
of meetings providing the opportunity to discover the various
facets of the project. The new school year (2014-2015) looks
equally promising: educational workshops as part of the ITER
site visits, tours of facilities (Manosque boiler-house, educational trail in Sainte-Tulle, solar power plants...), conferences
on professions during the open days organized by the establishments and the Cadarache biodiversity discovery program
for the Arborium school competition.

SCHOOL PROGRAM
Monday to Friday!
Discover the scientists' challenges
and the extraordinary biodiversity of the site
where the world's largest fusion research facility
is under construction.

IMAGE
OF THE
MONTH
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The last concrete was poured
onto the top slab of the tokamak
complex foundations on August
27th 2014. A historic milestone.

Book by phone:
+ 33(0)4 42 25 29 26
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FIRST
COMPONENTS
ARE COMING…
-

ITER's construction adnaces daily.
On the construction site in Cadarache,
buildings are springing up. In addition to
the progressive delivery of the first parts,
the first very exceptional convoy to use the
ITER route is expected at the end of the year.
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TER's construction adnaces daily. On the construction site
in Cadarache, buildings are springing up. In addition to the
progressive delivery of the first parts, the first very exceptional
convoy to use the ITER itinerary is expected at the end of the year.
On Thursday, September 5th, 2014, a delivery vehicle came through
the gates of the ITER site: a trailer carrying four huge crates more
than 2.3 meters high containing electrical components. It was the
end of a several thousand mile journey which started by ship in the
United States. Having arrived at Fos-sur-Mer on 1st September 2014,
the crates were received by the Daher Group, in charge of logistics
and transportation to the ITER site in Cadarache (Bouches-du-Rhône).
This delivery is the third of its kind.
The first delivery took place in June 2013 and the second, involving
the delivery of superconductive cables from China, took place
in January 2014. This third delivery contained twelve lightening
arresters which were received in the huge building where the
components of the previous deliveries are already waiting patiently.
The arrival of these lightening arresters heralds the arrival of the
first very wide convoy expected at the end of the year.

Delivery of the lightening arresters
The convoy is one of the 230 exceptionally large convoys that will
be delivered between 2014 and 2022.
It will be carrying the first electric transformers (about eighty
tons) that will be connected to the very high-voltage substation
built during the site preparation work carried out by France as
part of its obligations as host country for the project. This will be
the very first « real » exceptionally large convoy to use the more
than one hundred kilometer itinerary prepared between Berre and
Cadarache. Two successful test operations have been carried out,
using a « mock-up » convoy to test both the work done along the
route and the organization put in place by Agence ITER France to
accompany these exceptional convoys.
1
These cables are designed to validate the procedures for coiling and manufacturing the
magnets for the poloidal field.

During the summer, the Nuclear Safety Authority (ASN) conducted a new inspection as part of their surveillance of ITER's
external contractors. After the first inspection in Italy, the second one took place on July 24th, 2014 in St. Petersburg,
Russia, on the site of the Efremov institute which is particularly involved in the design and manufacture of the rapid
discharge parts for the toroidal coils. These elements are composed of two switches: the first is designed to operate
numerous times without the need for maintenance; the second, called a « pirobreaker », works if the first one fails.
The inspection mainly focused on ITER's monitoring of the foreign companies in charge of the design and implementation
of the pirobreakers that are currently being tested. « Apart from a few specific improvements, the organization set up by
the operator as well as by the external contractors is efficient and rigorous », noted ASN.

IBF :
A SUCCESSFUL CONCEPT

UPDATE

ITER
CONSTRUCTION UNDERWAY

Foundations built to support up to 400 000 tonnes

ON THE ITER SITE, THE END OF THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE FOUNDATIONS BUILT TO SUPPORT THE WEIGHT OF
THE TOKAMAK COMPLEX IS AN IMPORTANT MILESTONE FOR THE EUROPEAN AGENCY FUSION FOR ENERGY (F4E)
AND FOR THE REALIZATION OF EUROPE'S COMMITMENTS TOWARDS THE PROJECT. IT IS NOW POSSIBLE TO START
CONSTRUCTING THE NEARLY 60 METER HIGH BUILDING. AT WHAT STAGE IS THE ITER CONSTRUCTION SITE REALLY AT?

A

s the cicadas continue to sing, undaunted in the blazing
sun at the end of August, here on the huge carpark big
enough to cope with the peak activity expected from 2017
onwards, long queues are developing. Blue, red, white
and yellow helmets intermingle. Teams from Fusion for Energy, ITER
Organization and those companies working alonside them are gradually
gathering. A few steps away, we hear the drums of the concrete mixer in
full swing. It's nearly time to share a long-awaited moment. It is 4:30 pm.
We are in the heart of ITER. At the end of a huge pump, concrete is
flowing out over the impressive slab, covering the last yellow markings
dotted along the reinforced structure. The last section of the upper
slab, also called the second strike, is in place. This slab is built on
493 seismic pads, which were themselves built on a first strike: hence
the name second strike or upper slab.
In a warm and friendly atmosphere, Osamu Motojima, Director General
of the ITER Organization, participated in this historic step in the presence
of his teams, Fusion for Energy (F4E) and its service providers: Engage
(engineering and supervision), Energhia (management support), Apave
(security) and the consortium led by GTM Sud. « I want to thank you for
what you have accomplished. You have built the « floor » of a building that
will house one of the most amazing machines men have ever designed.
You have built a « floor » that can bear the enormous weight - 400 000
tons! - of the Tokamak complex and ensure the integrity and security of
all ITER », he said, paying tribute to all the teams.

THE END
OF A STEP

In winter, a system of hot air ventilation was installed in the work area to
keep it at a constant temperature during casting operations. The quality
of the concrete is essential, but the casting is equally important. Just like
its consistency, its spread was checked at the mixing plant outlet before
it was loaded into the drums. « The completion of each concrete cast
- the largest of the fifteen segments made required 1,155 m3 - involves
several operations. The first is to use a vibrator to compact the concrete
as it comes out in order to remove all the air. Then, once the concrete
is in place, it must be smoothed over before curing it by spraying on a
waterproof film », explains Thierry Lebeault. Now a whole battery of
tests must be carried out before the teams of the Vinci-Ferrovial-Razel
(VFR) consortium can take over. This step truly is a milestone for the
ITER site.

INCREASE IN
WORKFORCE NUMBERS

The completion of work on the Tokamak complex slabs leads the way
to a new step that will be accompanied by a significant increase in
workforce numbers on the site, with nearly a thousand people in 2015.
Today, the teams of the VFR consortium are working simultaneously
on three operations. The first is the construction of the walls of the
tokamak complex that will surround the concrete slab.
The second is very spectacular, and involves the construction of the
assembly hall that will rise up to a height of 60 meters and will be 97 m
long and 60 m wide. Impressive metal structures will be assembled
on site before being lifted to form the walls and roof of the building.

The third operation is related to the start of the construction of a
dozen new technical buildings this autumn: cooling towers, pumping
stations, heat exchangers... It is estimated that a total of one thousand
people will be involved in this task during this period of work scheduled
to continue until 2018.
Meanwhile, teams from Cofely and M+W (about 200 people today)
continue design studies for the mechanical and electrical installations
of more than a dozen technical buildings (Tokamak complex, assembly
hall, monitoring and control room...) in total, nearly a thousand people
are expected for the duration of the contract until 2021.
Having completed galleries of approximately 1 km around the tokamak
complex, the Spanish company Comsa Emte is now working on the
networks for both industrial drainage and infrastructure (fences,
access roads, lighting).
Since 2010, about one hundred companies have worked on the
construction site including the Engage consortium with more than 310
employees of which nearly 59 % are French; the Spanish company
Comsa with 250 employees of which more than 36 % are French;
the Portuguese company Amsa with 70 people, nearly 15 % French.
« 95 % of the employees on this major site are European (of which
70 % are French). There are real opportunities for local employment.
We support all initiatives that aim to meet the training and recruitment
needs of the companies that won contracts in compliance with the
rules of procurement law », confirms Laurent Schmieder, team leader
in charge of construction for Fusion for Energy. A peak of 3 000 workers should be reached by the end of 2017 on the construction site.

Surveying on the ITER construction site

ULTRA-RESISTANT
CONCRETE
With two huge 1.50 m thick concrete slabs cast into very
tight knit steel reinforcement, the seismic foundations
of the tokamak complex required the manufacture of
various types of concrete.
The first slab, which supports the 493 seismic pads,
is made of standard concrete with a compression
resistance of approximately 3 000 tonnes per m2.
For the second, which is the « floor » of the building,
this resistance is more than 4 000 tonnes per m2.
And at the crown, which will provide the foundation for
23 000 tonnes of tokamak, the compression resistance
will be 2 to 3 times more than that of the concrete slab.

TOKAMAK
FOUNDATIONS IN FIGURES
Floor dimensions: 80 m x 120 m
Quantity of concrete: 14 000 m3
Floor surface area: 9 300 m2
Thickness of concrete slabs: 1.5 m
Compression Resistance: 3 000-4 000 tonnes per square
meter

SITE
SUPERVISION

This latest operation to cover the spherical 576 m2 surface lasted ten
hours. It is the culmination of eight months of work mobilizing substantial resources. Several hundred people have contributed to it. It involved
undertaking numerous preliminary studies and calculations, along with
modeling, schedule management and also meeting the requirements of
the Authority for Nuclear Safety and the many procedures necessary
for the construction of a nuclear facility. « On the construction site, up
to 110 people were mobilized at the peak of activity », explains Thierry
Lebeault GTM site manager under the direction of Engage.
In total, it took nearly 3 600 tonnes of steel to form the six layers of
reinforcement into which the concrete was then cast. More than
14 000 m3 of concrete, in other words more than 35 000 tonnes [note:
total weight of the Eiffel Tower = 10 100 tonnes] were mixed on site
be cast onto this one meter fifty thick « floor ». The operations were
carried out in accordance with multiple procedures and verification tests
to ensure a homogeneous distribution of the concrete in the tightly knit
steel reinforcement network.
From the start of operations on December 11th, 2013, samples were
taken in order to study the evolution of the concrete (between 2 and
90 days) for each cast. The temperature was also highly surveyed.
The concrete could not leave the plant at less than 10°C and could
not be cast at over 30°C. Depending on the weather conditions, it was
sometimes necessary to warm it or cool it.

As with all enclosed and independent sites in France,
ITER site access is controlled. Each person who enters
the site must first have access authorization and their
personnel badge is controlled at every entrance and
exit to the site. All companies and their employees are
thus clearly referenced. The Work Inspection Authority
ensures compliance with the rules of hygiene and safety
while Urssaff carries out full controls on the basis of
data provided by ITER. Special attention is also paid
to the proper implementation of regulations set by the
Savary law to strengthen the fight against illegal work.
As for the Nuclear Safety Authority (ASN), since 2012
they have been carrying out inspections on site and in
the manufacturing workshops of ITER's partners; these
inspections result in follow-up letters published on the
website www.asn.fr and information for the members of
the ITER local information commission.

The Korean tokamak

The concept of the ITER Business Forum (IBF) was initiated in 2007 by the ITER Industrial Committee (C2I) with many
European, regional and international partners. These meetings enable companies to respond better to calls for tender
and to create partnerships or sign subcontracts with the companies who already have been contracted by the ITER
Organization or one of its members (American, European, Chinese, Korean, Indian, Japanese or Russian domestic agencies).
After the last IBF held in July in Korea, 90 % of participants reported having identified potential partners thanks to the
forum. The next edition will be held in Marseille from 25th to 27th March 2015.

BACK TO SCHOOL 2014:
EIM ADOPTS THE NEW « RHYTHM »
Tuesday, September 2nd. 8.30am. More than 620 students are
present to breathe life back into the classrooms abandoned
for the summer. There are some changes for this new school
year. As part of the reform of the school system, which aims
to promote learning fundamental subjects in the morning,
the Provence Alpes-Côte d'Azur International School (EIM)
in Manosque has adopted the new school timetable: children
will be in class on Wednesday mornings and will finish at
4pm on Mondays, Tuesdays and Thursdays. On Fridays, the
bell will ring at 2.30pm when it will be time for extracurricular
activities ranging from an introduction to sailing and musical
awareness to the games library... « This reform of school
timetables has been set up in accordance with the protocol
applicable to all eight schools in the town. It is the result of a
general collaboration involving the mayor of Manosque, local
associations, teachers and parents », explains the school
director, Bernard Fronsacq.

The school in Manosque, unique in the world

WELCOME TO NATHALIE !
By joining the Agence ITER France on 1st September 2014, Nathalie
Dernis, now a student lawyer, takes another step in her already busy
career. As part of her studies at the southeast lawyers school, she is
undertaking a six-month internship (called an individualized personal
project) under the guidance of Beatrice Balp within the agency.
She will be working on trademark registration applications, intellectual
property, the transportation of ITER components, the nuclear wastes...
« This experience is a starting point in preparation for a career in the
world of business », she says. Doctor of Law, with a double major
(business law and public law), she already has many strings to her
Nathalie Dernis
bow. Author of many articles and reports, she was responsible for
teaching at the university and has experience in law firms and the banking sector. She is also responsible for European
relations and treasurer of the European youth movement of Marseille. Insatiable!

Nearly 3 600 tonnes of very tightly knit steel
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